
Our company is looking for a learning & development consultant. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for learning & development consultant

Acts as an expert in instructional design and emerging delivery methods,
continue to identify ways to deliver courses and consulting offerings that are
both engaging and delivered in an efficient manner and drive the right
learning outcomes
Provides on-going cyclical complex program management for an initiative(s)
that includes program management, design, implementation, change
management, communications, and evaluation
Contribute a high degree of thought leadership in measuring learning
Support the audit teams in responding to regulator requests
Continuously develop learning solutions that will ensure we improve
capability and performance
Measure the effectiveness of L&D solutions, evaluating the impact on stated
performance indicators and identifying actions to drive improved
performance
Produce timely and robust reporting on L&D programmes for planning,
resourcing, measurement and forecasting purposes
Establish and maintain effective working relationships with key stakeholders
across the business and externally, where applicable
Provide group facilitation and individual coaching support for the business,
where relevant and requested
Create process and implement measurement (business impact) of curricula

Example of Learning & Development Consultant Job
Description
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Job descriptions are not intended as, nor should they be construed to be, an
exhaustive list of all responsibilities, skills, efforts or working conditions
associated with a job
Applied knowledge of all aspects of learning
3-5 years directly relevant work experience in HR Program Management,
Organization Capability, HR Business Partnership or similar (direct HR
experience preferred, but not required)
Experience working with varied functional organizations
5+ years of Learning or Leadership Development experience or relevant HR
experience
Ability to navigate in highly complex, matrixed organization and operate
effectively in an often ambiguous environment


